PROFESSIONAL FRENCH

ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE DE BANGALORE OFFERS FRENCH COURSES FOR BUSINESSES

All our courses are led by highly qualified and experienced teachers.

Customised classes to meet the demands and needs of your business activity and sector.

A wide range of classes to choose from, for professional growth.

Focus includes:

• Business | Technical French | Workshops adapted for specific professional situations.

• Intercultural programmes.

OUR APPROACH

We provide customised French courses to suit your needs and availability, evaluate your progress at every stage and conduct internationally recognised exams to certify your level of fluency.

OUR STRENGTH

Cutting-edge teaching methodology and the latest pedagogical tools designed to boost your professional growth on an international level.

OUR CLIENTELE

Société Générale, Thales, Décathlon, Novotel, Schneider Electrics, Safran Engineering Services, Centraltest, Unicom Learning, Swissre, TCS, Bosch, Honeywell, Unisys, HCL Technologies, GE, Faiveley Transport, Axiscades Aerospace, Amadeus, TVS Motors, etc.

EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES TODAY
• BY LEARNING FRENCH

OVER 45 YEARS OF FRENCH TEACHING EXPERTISE IN BANGALORE
Alliance française de Bangalore is the only authorised institute in Bangalore which conducts and provides certification in professional French (DELF Pro) recognised by the French Government.